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Working Mother
Jun 28 2019 The magazine that helps career moms balance their
personal and professional lives.
Mothers of Sons
Dec 03 2019 This book explores the complex and rewarding
relationship between mothers and their sons. It begins with a survey of the
literature on the mother/son relationship. The main part of Forcey's study
is based on the oral histories of 120 mothers in which they reveal their
feelings of responsibility toward their sons, their expectations, and how
they communicate. The book closes with three "portraits" of women who
describe their relationships with their sons and how they have changed over
time and through such upheavals as mothers returning to work and divorce. In
examining the mother/son relationship, Mothers of Sons ultimately questions
whether or not mothers foster sexist masculinity and whether they can be
blamed for male dominance.
Every Child Needs a Praying Mom
Jan 04 2020 What principles enabled the
concerned mom of two junior high school students to move from deciding she
needed to pray for her kids at school to becoming the founder of a worldwide
prayer movement called Moms In Touch International? Fern Nichols is a
passionate believer in the power of prayer. She knows that a regular habit
of prayer can change things--can bring home wayward children, heal broken
marriages, and provide answers to desperate situations. Prayer can also
bring a new kind of peace and contentment no matter what hardships or
disappointments we face. But most important, Fern knows that through prayer
we can experience, firsthand, an ever-increasing intimacy with God. In Every
Child Needs a Praying Mom, Fern Nichols now shares how she has taught women
to pray in a way that changes their lives and the lives of those they love.
She teaches the principles and practices that will not only revolutionize

the way people think about prayer, but the way they do pray, leading them
into a deeper intimacy with Jesus, who is always interceding on our behalf.
Sparkling with real life stories of God at work in the lives of praying
moms, Fern introduces us to the four prayers that are the foundation of the
Moms In Touch approach to prayer: Praise: Praying according to the
attributes of God Confession: Breaking strongholds Thanksgiving: Expressing
a grateful heart Intercession: Standing in the gap with Jesus What
transforms these well-known elements of prayer into such a powerful force in
Moms In Touch International? Fern Nichols introduces a way of praying that
energizes, creates an appetite for intimacy with God, overcomes spiritual
paralysis, eliminates fear, unveils the heart and character of God and
transforms the pray-er's life and perspective. She teaches how to pray
effectively with others, how to prepare for the spiritual battles that swirl
when prayer is on the move, how to persist in prayer in the face of
hopelessness and despair, and how to use Scripture for effective prayer.
Every Child Needs a Praying Mom will do just that. God hears. God acts. God
moves. God works.
The Soldier's Legacy (Mills & Boon Superromance) (Soldiers and Single Moms,
Book 3) Aug 23 2021 He's an ex-marine with so much to prove...
Letters To My Son
Nov 25 2021 Makes A Great Gift! It's A Boy! "This is
super cute and I can not wait to use it to write letters to my son. Nice
cover and artwork and quality paper for writing" "Absolutely sweet. I bought
this for my granddaughter to write in for her first baby! She loved it!" My
Dear Beautiful Baby Boy..... This unique Mother/Son prompt fillable 93 pages
diary to your son baby infant boy is the perfect tool for writing down
memories and notes to your little one! Made with love from a boy mom of 3,
this super cute Letters to my Son As I watch you grow is the Ultimate
Mom/Son prompted fill in guided pages for all your Keepsake thoughts!
Writing Features Included in this journal are: Today I Want to Say to my
son, something my son did today which made me proud, something I want to do
with my son is, and when son gets older he can fill in his pages of prompted
fillable fun! Bonus Features Include: - Unique Matte designed soft paperback
cover - Makes a great gift for new or expectant mothers, fathers or parents
- A perfect pregnancy diary, this would make a thoughtful present - Great
gift idea for a new baby / as a baby shower gift - 6 x 9 inch format,
perfect for carrying in your bag or purse - Blank lined white paper, medium
ruled, ideal for writing on - 122 Pages of Guided Prompted fill in pages
Moms with ADD Sep 11 2020 Add Moms Can Be Supermoms Too Agonize no more,
frustrated moms! Moms with ADD is here to help. Rather than pathologize ADD
or speculate on causes or medical rationales, Moms with ADD enables readers
to recognize ADD and optimize their parenting skills. Filled with anecdotes,
quotations, and examples, Christine A. Adamec, coauthor of Do You Have
Attention Deficit Disorder?, offers practical coping strategies for familyand job-related concerns. This easy-to-read manual is guaranteed to make
moms with ADD happier at home and at the office.
To Mom With Love...a Son's Story
Sep 23 2021 Old world values of love and
devotion for family are exemplified by Louise's extraordinary life—it has
inspired and guided countless friends and family members to be loving and
caring. To Mom, with Love chronicles the life of a devoted and determined
woman, a woman who took control of and navigated her family through

adversity and turmoil, leading them on to a life of joy and fulfillment.
Author Dennis Piana takes readers on a journey of family trials and
tribulation, of joy and hardship, ending in a heartwarming lesson that
teaches us that life is all about caring. The inevitable role reversal of
the care shows us how love and respect in return can enrich our lives.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Moms & Sons
Apr 30 2022 Chicken Soup for the
Soul: Moms & Sons contains the 101 best stories from Chicken Soup for the
Soul’s library honoring the lifelong relationship between mothers and their
male offspring. There is a special bond between mothers and their sons that
never goes away. Chicken Soup for the Soul: Moms & Sons is filled with
heartfelt and loving stories written by mothers, grandmothers, and sons,
about each other, span the generations. Some will make readers laugh and
some will make them cry, but they will all remind them of the eternal bond
they share.
That's My Teenage Son
Nov 06 2022 Bestselling author of That's My Son now
helps moms use their considerable influence to help their teenage sons
become good men.
Working Mother
Nov 01 2019 The magazine that helps career moms balance
their personal and professional lives.
Buddhism for Mothers of Young Children
Apr 06 2020 A combination of
personal narrative and stories gathered from mothers, this guide shows how
spiritual and mindful parenting can help all mothers--Buddhists and nonBuddhists--be more open, attentive, and content.
Their Mothers' Sons
May 08 2020
Just for You, Mom (eBook)
Jul 10 2020 JUST FOR YOU, MOM is a book about the
experience of a mother’s love. It tells the story of the author’s first
great love, and brings to life the fine interplay and high regard that
characterizes a relationship between a mother and son. JUST FOR YOU, MOM
looks at different aspects of motherhood: a mother as comforter, teacher,
friend, example and confidante. But above all it is about a mother and her
relationship with God; a mother and prayer. Such prayers create a cloud of
security, the circle of light in which the angels work. This is the allembracing love of a mother for her child.
Kisses of Sunshine for Moms
Jul 30 2019 A delightful collection of stories
on the joys and frustrations of being a mom.
Mommy Time Jan 16 2021 Every new mom experiences a myriad of emotions—joy,
love, the frightening, yet terrific reality that you are now responsible for
a tiny little dependent. And in the midst of all these emotions—and
burpings, feedings, diaper changes, and quick naps—moms need to be reminded
of God’s awesomeness. In this gift-like book, new mom and best-selling
author Sarah Arthur writes about how delivering her son three weeks early
reminds her of God’s timing, how her trip home from the hospital with her
newborn son tucked away in his car seat points to God being in control even
when she is fearful, and how a mom’s concern over friendly strangers
touching her young child in the grocery store also reminds her that people
are sent to help. In a fresh and contemplative style, Arthur sits alongside
Mom and helps her understand that God is in control . . . even when her life
feels drastically out of control. This devotional will be a great companion
for Mom during the small amount of time she gets to sit and be still and
think of the truths of God’s word, while relating it to her new favorite

subject—her baby.
Why a Son Needs a Mom
Sep 04 2022 The fourth book in the Family Matters
series, Why a Son Needs a Momis a reminder of the important roles a mother
plays in a boy's life, as he experiences warmth and security from her and
learns to be confident, loving, and accepting of others - in preparation for
possibly being a father himself someday.
Breaking the Mother-Son Dynamic
Oct 05 2022 Therapists and the general
public are familiar with the terms "(s)mothering," "helicopter moms," and
"boomerang sons" because they have been popularized in films like Monster in
Law, Cyrus and Failure to Launch—but what makes for humorous fodder onscreen
depicts a troubling issue that's being played out for real in therapists'
offices, bedrooms, and divorce courts across the nation: an epidemic of men
who are enmeshed in unhealthy, energy-sucking, and emasculating
relationships with their mothers. Even though these men are grown and living
away from Mom, her influence has left them unable to fully commit or to
fully love, and they are plagued with anger issues, indecisiveness,
depression, or toxic stress. In Breaking the Mother-Son Dynamic, John Lee
takes an eye-opening look at how a mother's love or lack thereof impacts a
son's life choices and life partner or lovers. Perhaps you are one of these
men (or maybe you recognize these behaviors in the man you love). Do you
hold back, swallow, or bottle up things you wish you could say to your
mother for fear it would upset or "kill" her? Did you grow up hearing
negative things about men, masculinity, being a male, and how you shouldn't
be like 'the rest of them'? Does your mother, or did she, fail to respect
your boundaries as a child, adolescent, or adult? Does your mother keep
referring to you as her "baby" or her "little boy" even after you became an
adult? If you answered "yes" to any of these questions, you may be caught in
an unhealthy mother-son dynamic that is negatively affecting key areas of
your life. Several years ago, John Lee wrote what came to be the most
authoritative book on why men run from relationships, The Flying Boy:
Healing the Wounded Man. Here, he visits the mother-son relationship and
gently but assertively shows men how to separate from the mother energy that
has a massive pull on their hearts and souls, no matter how young or old
they may be. In a work that is a combination of memoir, self-help
psychology, recovery and personal growth, he discovers: why a relationship
of 50-50 responsibility doesn't work, and what does work; how men can stop
"sonning" mothers, lovers, and wives; why one must learn his or her own
"rhythm of closeness"; how to be really present to those we love and to life
itself; and much, much more. Using case studies, personal stories, and
assessments, the book helps men release any anger and grief toward their
mothers and teaches them how to take responsibility for their adult selves;
most importantly, Lee provides an understanding of what healthy adults
should—and shouldn't—expect from each other. Lee shows wives and girlfriends
how to stop being their man's surrogate mother and shows well-meaning
mothers how certain behaviors may perpetuate an unhealthy cycle and how to
better relate to their sons in healthier ways. By helping mothers and sons
identify this dynamic and providing them with the tools to dismantle it,
this book will change lives. For anyone who is ready to make a clean, clear,
and guilt-free separation from the kind of (s)mothering and "sonning" that
just hasn't worked, John Lee will show them the way.

Mom's Everything Book for Sons
Jul 02 2022 A guide for mothers of sons
between the ages of eight and twelve is based on the mental, social,
physical, and spiritual guidelines presented in Luke 2:52 and presents ideas
on how to promote bonding and communication through mother-son outings,
Bible studies, volunteer activities, and shared prayers. Original.
The Family Question and Other Plays
Aug 30 2019 This collection contains
nine most important works written and performed between 1973 and 1989. Three
of the plays won first positions in national drama competitions (The Cell,
the Family Question, and the Headmaster and the Rascals). Subsequently, the
Family Question was performed in Detroit and published in Chicago by Bedford
publishers. the Cell has been reviewed in various journals and books, Father
Kalo commissioned by the Ministry of Health and John Hopkins School of
Medicine was a campaign play against the spread of HIV and AIDS. Themes that
preoccupy the author include alienation for returnees from the diaspora in
Europe and the USA, power and its corrupting influences, ethnicity and with
its offshoots of overdependence and nepotism, and intricate relationship
encompassing HIV/AIDS, love and marriage. They are multilayered plays
variously classified as tragic comedies, allegories, satires, characterised
by high sense of humour.
The Power of Mothers
Feb 03 2020 A hard-hitting look at our troubled
society, the intergenerational cycle of crime and criminal families and the
women who have the power to change things for the better - if we let them.
Mothers and Sons
Aug 11 2020 How can mothers help rambunctious little boys
grow up to be well-adjusted adults? What kind of goals should they have for
raising their sons? Are there skills mothers can learn that will make child
rearing more enjoyable? Mothers and Sons, available for the first time in
mass market, answers these and other questions with reliable and effective
counsel. Family therapists Jean Lush and Pam Vredevelt present guidelines
for instilling self-control, maturity, and morality into a young boy's
identity. Especially helpful are the descriptions of normal developmental
and sexual phases of boys from infancy to the teen years and discussion on
how to best handle the difficult issues of each stage. Special chapters for
single moms and step-moms are included as well.
Men and Mothers
Jun 20 2021 Not all men feel rivalry with their fathers to
vie for love of their mothers. In some families mother becomes central
figure for her son. A silent pact between mother and son leads to denial of
differences, specifically between gender and generation. The author calls
this mother-son bond, from which aggression has been banned symbiotic
illusion.
The Mom Book Goes to School
Oct 13 2020 Renowned parenting expert Stacy
DeBroff offers the ultimate guide to becoming a school-savvy parent. The Mom
Book Goes to School combines DeBroff's trademark pragmatic, insightful
advice with the collective wisdom of hundreds of teachers and parents to
offer more than 1,500 tips on school-related issues, such as: Getting the
attention of overworked teachers without becoming the "problem" parent What
to do if your child falls behind academically How to end chronic battles
over homework The Mom Book Goes to School is an indispensable handbook for
all parents who want to help their children thrive in school.
Mom and Teen Apr 18 2021 Are you a boy mom that wants to keep the
communication open with your son? Finally! A Mother and Son journal - Mom

and Teen: For Mothers and Sons to share and it includes activities and
coloring pages, guided prompts and provides plenty of free space for writing
about whatever comes to your mind. With everything going on in the world
today we need more open communication with our sons, this back and forth
journal is a beautiful reminder of important discussions that are needed.
Celebrate, empower and educate. Like any relationship your bond between you
and your child grows deeper when you are able to spend more time exclusively
with them. This mother son journal celebrates the joy of motherhood by
encouraging a strong mother and son bond. Stay in the know of what's going
on with your son while also keeping him feeling loved and accepted. Take a
little time to share special moments together and focus on Mom and Teen.
Paperback with gloss finish cover design Printed on bright white paper Large
format 6" x 9" pages Line Journal with activities
Beyond the Mommy Years
Oct 01 2019 Full of research-based tips and realworld wisdom, this book is a guide for mothers on how to thrive as they
transition to their empty nest years. Thirty million mothers between 40 and
60 years old are about to face childless households for the first time in
decades. For some women, it is a lonely and confusing time; but for the vast
majority, it's a journey of joy and discovery. Through intensive and wideranging original research, author Carin Rubenstein reveals how and why some
mothers thrive and others do not. She breaks the post-motherhood launch down
into three stages--grief, relief, and joy. If a woman makes it through to
the final stage, friendships blossom, work thrives, and she develops a
renewed sense of confidence and well-being. While in many instances,
increased time together hastens the end of a struggling marriage, most women
discover their relationships improve when children leave. Beyond the Mommy
Years offers fascinating research, helpful advice, and amusing anecdotes to
the millions facing this uncertain but potentially enriching stage of life.
"An encouraging counterarguement to the idea that an empty nest leads to an
empty life." -- Library Journal "Carin Rubenstein, PhD., nails it: Any woman
worried about her post-car pool life should read this book." -- Sally
Koslow, mother of two sons in their twenties, and author of Little Pink
Slips "Beyond the Mommy Years bridges the knowledge void felt by so many
moms after their children leave for college...A thoughtful discussion of the
positive changes that lie ahead for mothers after our children are launched.
While parenting never ends, this book provides moms with the tools to live a
rich and full life." -- Linda Perlman Gordon & Susan Morris Shaffer, coauthors of Mom, Can I Move Back in with You?
Embracing This Special Life
Mar 06 2020 There is a unique struggle to keep
your faith in God’s goodness while juggling the appointments, stress, grief,
and loneliness that accompany the special needs parenting journey. As the
mother of two boys with special needs, Jenn Soehnlin knows these struggles
well and seeks to encourage other mothers with scriptural truths to:
-Provide a biblical view on special needs parenting -Free you from unhealthy
expectations, worries, and emotions that God wants you to release -Enable
you to embrace the life and blessings that God has for you. Embracing This
Special Life will help guide you toward hope, spiritual victory, and renewed
purpose in your own special needs parenting journey.
The ABCs of Being Mom
Nov 13 2020
Momology Mar 18 2021 Mothering is part art, part science, and always a work

in progress! Created with the next generation of mothers in mind, Momology
is a delightful collaboration of celebration and information to help readers
be the unique mothers God created them to be. With access to 36 years of
research-based ministry at MOPS, Momology shares the four core elements of
successful mothering using a variety of voices: parenting and relationship
experts, peer-to-peer advice, and the respected team at MOPS International.
With lively contemporary design, fresh perspectives, and cutting edge
research, Momology seeks to make better moms--because better moms make a
better world.
Mothers and Sons
May 20 2021 Foundational wisdom on how mothers can build
emotional, spiritual, and sexual stability in their sons.
52 Things Sons Need from Their Moms
Jun 01 2022 "He's 100 percent boy...and
I just don't understand him!" Angela Thomas, bestselling author of 52 Things
Kids Need from a Mom, gets it. The mother of four children, Angela brings
wisdom, humor, and compassion to her new book for moms. Find encouragement
and inspiration as she lays out 52 creative ways to help you connect with
your son's heart. Discover how to cheer him on from the sidelines hear his
heart when it hurts teach him strength and leadership make memories that
last a lifetime lead with God's love One week at a time, learn new ways to
engage with your son and raise a godly young man. This fun, guilt-free
resource will help you delight in the small moments that make for an
abundant life.
Black-bellied Son, Agent Mom
Jul 22 2021 "Let go of me, you bastard!" The
woman was aggressive as her gaze revealed her killing intent. This
despicable man actually dared to play tricks on her!As a genius killer, the
only time she had ever fallen was when she had met this damnable man next to
her."Not letting go, who told you to hide my son." The man's eyes were
bloodthirsty, but his actions were exceptionally gentle ...Lesser Demon who
was lying beside the window opened her mouth, "Wow, this time, the new daddy
I found is really fierce, qualified!"
Mütter und Söhne
Jan 28 2022 Geschichten von Menschen, die mit ihrem Leben
zurechtkommen müssen, nachdem etwas passiert ist: Die Söhne in Toibins
erstem Erzählungsband sind Diebe, Priester, Bauern, die Mütter
Folksängerinnen, Alkoholikerinnen oder Geschäftsfrauen, aber alle
unterhalten hochkomplizierte Beziehungen zueinander. Der hochgerühmte Autor
Colm Toibin ist eine der spannendsten Stimmen der Gegenwartsliteratur aus
Irland. Frei von Sentimentalität und Klischees zeichnet er hier Figuren, die
sich dem Tod eines geliebten Menschen oder der Enthüllung eines so
schrecklichen Geheimnisses wie Kindesmissbrauch zu nähern versuchen.
Living Simply with Children
Feb 14 2021 Raising children ranks as one of
life’s most rewarding adventures. Yet between Mom and Dad working full-time
jobs, endless carpooling of overscheduled youngsters, and the never-ending
pressures to buy and consume, family life can be
incredibly—needlessly—complex. What if you could find a way to spend more
time with your children, replace unnecessary activities with meaningful
ones, and teach your children an invaluable life lesson in the process?
Living Simply with Children offers a realistic blueprint for zeroing in on
the pleasures of family life: • How (and why) to live simply and find more
time to be with your children • Activities and rituals that bring out the
best in every family member • Realistic ways to reclaim your children from

corporate America • Helping children of any age deal with peer pressure •
Raising kids who care about people and the planet • How to focus on the
“good stuff” . . . with less stuff Including sections on limiting
television, environmentally friendly practices, celebrating the holidays,
and tapping into the growing community of families who embrace simplicity,
this inspiring guide will show you how to raise children according to your
own values—and not those of the consumer culture—as you enjoy both quality
and quantity time with your family.
The Passionate Mom
Dec 27 2021 Motherhood is full of uncertainty. What do
my children really need? Why are they doing that? Is this normal? What can I
do to help them? How can I know for certain that I am doing this right? The
logistics are easy. Anybody can do laundry and carpool. But what makes a
mother the best mom she can be? It’s not better scheduling. Or more
activities. Or less. It is passion—the passion to teach, protect, study, and
prepare her children for the future. Great, but how? Susan Merrill, the
mother of five incredibly different children, has asked that question
countless times. And she has read countless answers specific to a certain
child’s temperament, age, or situation. But nothing she read offered an
overall approach to parenting that would enable her to say with confidence,
“I am doing this right.” She never guessed she would find a foundational
plan—a reliable, universal parenting approach in the Old Testament book of
Nehemiah. In The Passionate Mom, Susan takes you on a journey through
Nehemiah and into the heart of parenting. Her stories and confessions in
every chapter reveal what she has learned: no mom can control her child’s
future, but every mom can parent well. There is a plan—a roadmap for how a
passionate mom can parent almost any child, confidently. "...This book
reaches mothers like me at both the heart level and the head level, showing
us how to guide our children passionately and practically..." --Shaunti
Feldhahn, social researcher, national speaker and best-selling author of
"For Women Only" “Being a mother is the greatest joy of my life. My friend
Susan Merrill regularly inspires me in my role as a Mother. In her book, she
will inspire you!" --Denise Jonas, Mother of Kevin, Joe, Nick and Frankie
Jonas "Every mother's goal is to see her children fully blossom. In 'The
Passionate Mom' Susan Merrill not only outlines the qualities women need to
be successful moms, but also lays out a practical, biblical plan to help
develop those qualities. She provides sound advice to help in the difficult
task of raising children." --Lauren and Tony Dungy
What a Son Needs from His Mom
Mar 30 2022 Ever Feel Like Your Son Is From a
Different Planet? Don't worry, Mom. There's a good reason why your son
perplexes you. He's the OPPOSITE sex! Boys really do think, communicate, and
process the world differently than girls. But no matter your son's age, he
needs you, and he needs you in not-so-apparent ways. Drawing from her own
experiences, as well as those from moms and sons from around the country,
Cheri Fuller shares what makes boys and young men tick and how to become a
more welcome influence at every stage in their lives. She answers all the
top questions, including: "How can I help my son (and me!) deal with his
emotions in a healthy way?" "School is such a struggle. How can I help him?"
"Our personalities are SO different. How can we get on the same page?" "My
son hardly says a thing. What can I do?" "What are the best ways to instill
good values?" "How can I encourage a lasting faith in God?" With page after

page of use-it-today advice and encouraging stories, this book will help you
steer your son toward becoming a caring, confident young man. Includes
Reflection Questions for Personal or Group Use Great for understanding
grandsons, too! "Some mother-son relationships seem to add credence to the
adage that 'men are from Mars, women are from Venus.' Even mothers who have
a close bond with their sons may think they harbor a complete stranger when
their male offspring reach puberty. Fuller is a speaker and author, as well
as mother of three (two boys and a girl) and grandmother of six. She lists
specific activities that all sons need from their mothers, such as
encouragement, communication, prayer, and confidence-building. She adds
questions at each chapter's end to 'ponder, journal or discuss,' lending the
book to both individual and group study. Recommended for the parenting
section of any church library." --Church Libraries
Working Mother
Jun 08 2020 The magazine that helps career moms balance
their personal and professional lives.
The Savvy Mom's Guide to Sons
Oct 25 2021 The Savvy Mom’s Guide to Sons
will encourage your faith, challenge you spiritually, and give you real-life
advice on how to parent boys with wisdom and confidence. Biblically-based
advice will equip you to guide your boys in the Christian faith—plus, you’ll
encounter some humorous, common-sense tips along the way. Each of these 101
accessible chapters wraps up with thought-provoking quotations and
questions, making The Savvy Mom’s Guide a perfect book to read alone or with
other mothers of sons.
Family Values
Dec 15 2020 A lesbian recounts her fight to legally adopt and
co-parent her lover's child, describing her journey into the worlds of
adoption courts and the militant activist group, Queer Nation. 25,000 first
printing. Tour.
A Mom's Guide to Understanding Her Son (Ebook Shorts)
Feb 26 2022 With
honesty and a man's insight, Rick Johnson offers advice on tough issues will
set moms and their sons on the road to a positive relationship that
influences boys for the rest of their lives.
Moms Raising Sons to Be Men
Aug 03 2022 “You will be encouraged,
enlightened, and empowered to become the mom you’ve always wanted to be—and
to guide your son into becoming the man God intended.” —Cindi McMenamin,
national speaker and author of When Women Walk Alone Bringing up boys isn’t
for the faint of heart, but bestselling author Rhonda Stoppe has been there
before—and she’s here to help! Drawing on insights from fellow boy-moms and
from Scripture, Rhonda reveals why walking with Christ is every mom’s key to
parenting well. You’ll discover how motherhood gives you unique
opportunities to grow in faith as you draw nearer to God through prayer,
Bible study, and mentorship from godly women. You’ll also find practical
advice for shaping your son in character and faith as you encourage his
passions, teach him biblical masculinity, and protect his spirit without
smothering his individuality. Your success as a mother doesn’t depend on
what your son does with his life, but on how you obey God’s guidance on this
mission of motherhood. Moms Raising Sons to Be Men provides the biblical
hope, wisdom, and encouragement you need to help your son live a life
without regrets!
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